
LUBLIN CONSULTING
CENTER

START-UP SUPPORT



The Lublin Consulting Centre Ltd. was established in 2009 
in Lublin to promote enterprise and show companies how to 
boost their effectiveness. Entrepreneurs’ needs require 
constant market observation, trend analysis, search for new 
solutions and continuous development of relational capital. 
As one of the management classics once said ‘Customer 
segmentation always comes down to meeting the needs 
of a single customer.’ There are no universal solutions in 
business and market dynamics does not allow long pondering 
about strategy. We provide expertise, tools and if necessary 
ready-made business solutions. When supporting clients 
in overcoming business challenges we accept George Schenk’s 
assumption that ‘Customers may come in crowds but they feel 
satisfaction individually.’

Yours faithfully

Katarzyna Tatara
The Chairman of the Board
The Lublin Consulting Centre

THE SECRET OF BUSINESS
IS TO KNOW SOMETHING

THAT NOBODY ELSE KNOWS

Aristotle Onassis



WE PRESUME THAT THERE ARE NO 
UNIVERSAL SOLUTIONS IN BUSINESS.

Contact us and within five days 
you will be provided with proposed 
solutions tailored to your needs.



NUMBERS SPEAK 
FOR THEMSELVES 

1300 days of training

569 companies

50+ investment projects

10 000+ training hours

30 cooperating trainers

10 business experts

30 business partners
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Young entrepreneurs know how important it is to persuade investors to their ideas. We show them 
how to make their business dream come true. We support innovative ideas and offer ways of making 

profits out of them.

START-UP 
SUPPORT

EFFECTIVE START-UP 
DEVELOPMENT COORDINATION

There is no need to convince anyone that Poles are one 
of the most enterprising nations in Europe. According to 
the Eurostat research, the biggest number of enterprises 
in the European Union is set up in Poland. And here 
optimistic statistics end and business reality in the global 
changes era begins.

BUSINESS PLANS 
AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Market-creating innovation is probably the dream 
of every aspiring entrepreneur. When you feel that 
a good idea is half the battle, bear in mind that the 

other half can be much more laborious. Has 
a commercialized idea that does not generate profit 

got any market value? Yes. This is a value of 
an expensive hobby.

COOPERATION WITH FUNDS 
AND COMMERCIAL INVESTORS

Popularity of joint venture is entirely understandable 
taking into account its undeniable advantages such 
as the division of costs and risks and making use of 
partner’s relational capital. As Henry Ford once said 
‘Coming together is a beginning; keeping together 
is progress; working together is success.’
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Basically, there isn’t anything special. Some business 
leaders claim that we do not need to achieve success all the 
time . . . it is sufficient to do it frequently enough. So what 
dangers await a new company in the market? Ruthless fight 
for survival – if we compare business to Darwinian struggle 
of species, or a storm a young sailor must deal with – if we 
compare it to a voyage, or maybe fatigue – if you compare 
business to a race. It does not matter what metaphor we 
use, but it is good to supported by a strong partner at least 
at the very beginning who will:

· serve comprehensive consulting about 
 company management,
· help to deal with accounting and legal formalities,
· advise on preparing the development strategy,
· define marketing goals and choose the right tools 
 for their implementation,

· assess the chances of our idea on the market,
· indicate the optimal sources of external funding 
 (if such a possibility exists)
· show you how to be smarter in the jungle,   
 unfailing on the ocean, faster in the race.

We have been advising young entrepreneurs, turning 
their dreams into reality. Our specialists are part of 
expert business support institutions that evaluate ideas 
for business. We offer our clients comprehensive 
support from concept evaluation to assistance in its 
implementation. Many entrepreneurs, whom once we 
helped, currently run dynamic and innovative companies 
that are not leaders but pioneers in the market.

EFFECTIVE START-UP 
DEVELOPMENT COORDINATION

There is no need to convince anyone that Poles are one of the most enterprising nations in Europe. According to 
the Eurostat research, the biggest number of enterprises in the European Union is set up in Poland. And here 
optimistic statistics end and business reality in the global changes era begins. Three out of four companies go 
bankrupt in the first year of their activity, in the subsequent years this ratio drops to the level of 54 per cent and 
32 per cent respectively. What is the secret of companies that manage to survive.
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BUSINESS PLANS 
AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Market-creating innovation is probably the dream of 
every aspiring entrepreneur. When you feel that a good 
idea is half the battle, bear in mind that the other half 
can be much more laborious. Has a commercialized idea 
that does not generate profit got any market value? 
Yes. This is a value of an expensive hobby.

Although in the global market a need for a non-financial 
way of evaluating investments in innovation is more and 
more talked about (due to the phenomenon of ‘over-abundance 
of capital’), the value assessment of a concept always takes 
place at the end of the tax year. This means that a business 
plan or a feasibility study still remain the main tools to 
evaluate the profitability of a project. Therefore, you should  
contact us if you need:

· a professionally created business plan based on 
 a thorough financial analysis and content description,
· a properly constructed feasibility study that includes 
 (economic, strategic, technical) analysis and assessment 
 of the potential of the project.

We have been helping Polish entrepreneurs to create business 
plans and feasibility studies since the very beginning of our 
business activity. We are the authors of more than 50 business 
plans that contributed to our clients’ success. When preparing 
documents we always take into consideration our client’s needs 
and objectives, paying attention to whom they are to be 
prepared for (a bank, an institution that distributes funds ). 
We have created business plans for stable food industry, 
dynamic IT and innovative renewable energy sectors.
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COOPERATION WITH FUNDS 
AND COMMERCIAL INVESTORS

Popularity of joint venture is entirely understandable taking into account its undeniable advantages such 
as the division of costs and risks and making use of partner’s relational capital. As Henry Ford once said ‘Coming 
together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together is success.’

A hundred joint ventures generate an annual profit of 350 billion dollars, which confirms the assumption that cooperation 
is not a sentiment – it is an economic necessity (Charles Steinmetz). If you see the potential of corporative actions, we 
will help you: 

· find business partners and determine their potential,
· coordinate the cooperation and create a strategy of operation,
· provide administrative and legal assistance,
· find and establish cooperation with commercial investors,
· assess partners’ share of risk and costs.

We advise Polish entrepreneurs on how to look for business partners or we do the search for them. We estimate the 
fields they can be helpful in and the benefits the cooperation may bring. We do our best to indicate the ways the cooperation 
can influence the dynamics of financial results. We are always realistic about the market, therefore we also inform about 
the risks connected with the cooperation. Thanks to it the client is well-prepared for the investment decision.
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Dorota Surma

T +48 791 222 132
M dorota.surma@lcc.lublin.pl

LUBLIN CONSULTING
CENTER LTD.

For more visit:
www.lcc.lublin.pl

3 Dobrzanskiego Street
PL 20-262 Lublin
T/F +48 81 440 87 00
M biuro@lcc.lublin.pl
www.lcc.lublin.pl


